The author has recently introduced the generalized interval topology on a partially ordered set as an alternative to the standard interval topology. In this paper, the structure of generalized segments in lattices is investigated, and sufficient conditions are given for the generalized interval topology on a distributive lattice to be a lattice topology; adding another condition ensures that the topology is Hausdorff. Similar results are obtained for a slight modification of the generalized interval topology, the generalized star-interval topology, and examples are constructed which illustrate less restrictive situations.
Introduction; terminology and notation. In [6], we
introduced the concept of generalized intervals in a partially ordered set and showed that they could be used in a natural way to define a topology, called the generalized interval topology, on the set. The definition we used was based on one for intervals, which was given by Frink in [4] , and which formally extended the "closed set" definition of the usual interval topology on a totally ordered set to an arbitrary partially ordered set. The use of generalized intervals in place of intervals in Frink's definition did not change the topology on unbounded, totally ordered sets; however, on cardinal products of dually (i.e. both upwards and downwards) directed sets, the generalized interval topology turned out to be not only different from Frink's interval topology but in fact precisely the product of the generalized interval topologies on the factors.
In this paper, we investigate the possible continuity of the lattice operations with respect to the generalized interval topology on a distributive lattice, and give conditions which ensure that the topology is Hausdorff. The definition of generalized intervals adds to the corresponding standard interval certain "relatively perpendicular" elements. The motivation for the definition stems from the plane, where one may consider the set to be an interval rather than the usual set The standard polar of an /-group was used to describe these "relatively perpendicular" elements in [5] , and thus pointed the way to the definition in [6] of upper and lower polars in any partially ordered set. To obtain the necessary machinary to ensure that a distributive lattice has a Hausdorff generalized interval topology which is also a lattice topology, we investigate upper and lower polars ( §2) and generalized segments ( §3), in some detail. The major results (Theorems 4.3 and 5.2) are proven for certain distributive lattices which, whenever possible, have nontrivial polars that are "minimal" in a natural sense.
Intervals may not be closed with respect to the generalized interval topology. Thus, in [6], we considered the generalized star-interval topology, which for a directed set is just the topology generated by the interval topology and the generalized interval topology. Most of the machinary developed here is valid for star-polars and generalized star-intervals as well as for polars and generalized intervals, and thus only a slight change of hypotheses might be needed to ensure that the main results for the generalized interval topology could be proved directly for the generalized star-interval topology. However, we prefer to use connections, established here and in [6], between the generalized interval and star-interval topologies, to obtain the results for the generalized star-interval topology as corollaries of the results for the generalized interval topology.
Terminology left undefined here may be found in [1], [2] , and [9] . Let (P, g) 1029 noted a partially ordered set. We use v to indicate the least upper bound of two elements, if it exists. A statement of the form a v b = c means that a v b exists and equals c. We use Λ (greatest lower bound) similarly. Let A,B C P,jc,yGP. Then u(x,y) = u({x,y}) , and /(*,y) = /({*,y}).
We denote an open interval in P by and an interval (or closed interval) by An initial segment of P is a set of the form ( -°°, r] = /(r) for some r E P; a final segment of P is a set of the form [r,oo) = «(r) for some r E.P. Frink's interval topology [4] on P takes P and φ, together with all final and initial segments as a subbase for its closed sets. We denote the interval topology on P by ^(P). Let {P a \a£A} be a collection of partially ordered sets. The cardinal product of the P α , denoted by | Π | {P a \ a E A}, is the Cartesian product of the P with order defined pointwise, i.e. by: f ^g if and only if af ^ ag for all a E A. If A is finite, say A = {1,2, , w}, then we usually denote the cardinal product by Pi| x |P 2 | x | | x \P n .
We consistently use totally ordered set to refer to a partially ordered set in which every two elements are comparable. If P is a partially ordered set, and if T is a totally ordered set, then the lexicographic product of P and Γ, denoted by P x Γ, is the product of P and T ordered by: (α, b) S (p, ί) if and only if b < t, or fo = t and a Ik p.
If G is an /-group, then for all A C G, A + = {α E A | a g 0} and A~ = {a <=A\a ^0}.
We let N be the natural numbers, Z the integers, and 1? the real numbers. Unless otherwise noted, N 9 Z, and R have their usual orders. By the plane, we mean R \ x |1?.
If 5" is a topology on a set X, we use Γ o , Ti, and Hausdorff to refer to the corresponding separation axioms in sense of [9] . If L is a lattice with topology SΓ, then (L, 3~) is a topological lattice if both v:(LxL, yxJ)-*(L,y),
are continuous. Note that (L, if) may be a topological lattice even if SΓ is not Hausdorff.
Upper and lower polars.
Upper and lower polars for a partially ordered set were introduced in [6] as a generalization of polars for an /-group. For the results of this paper, we need to look into the structure of these new polars more deeply than we did in [6] .
Let (P, ^) be a partially ordered set. We noted in [6] that in an /-group G, for all g >0, where g ± = {/ι E G | | Λ | Λ g = 0} is the standard polar for an /-group (see [3] , [8] , and [5] ). Thus, in the plane,
For r,s,t ELP with r ^ s g t, we define the upper star-polar of t with respect to s, denoted by *(s, ί)\ to be (s, ί) 1 if s < ί, and {s} if s = ί. Similarly, the /ower star-polar of r with respect to s, denoted by *(s, r)p, is defined as (5, r^if r < s, and {s} if r = 5. All the results of this section will remain true if polars are replaced by star-polars. PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (P, ^) be a partially ordered set, and let r,s,t£ΞPbe such that r < s <t. Then 1 -Statement (iv) is the dual of (iii).
L be swc/i fftαf r < s g ί. 77ιen the following statements are equivalent: Thus (i) is equivalent to (ii). Similarly, one may see that (iv) implies (ii). It remains to show that (ii) implies (iv). Suppose that (ii) holds, and let x E (5, r\. By (ii), there exists b E (t, r\ such that r Λ b = r Λ x. Then 1 v r = <>, ί) v r = ί, and since £=^s^x, ίΛX=x.
Thus
i.e., x E 5 Λ (ί, r)]-. Therefore, (iv) holds. Since Proposition 2.2 holds, its dual also holds. We usually will not state the dual of any result explicitly, even though we may use it later on. As an example, however, we will write out the dual of Proposition 2.2: [(oo, α>, -1) , (-α>, -oo, l) ] has equivalent polars but is not totally ordered. Thus, non-totally ordered intervals may have equivalent polars, even in distributive lattices.
We note that replacing polars by star-polars does not change the above definitions.
Our next result, which will be very useful in the sequal, provides an alternate characterization of intervals which have equivalent lower polars. PROPOSITION Proof. Suppose the conditions hold, and let r < s < t. Since r Λ (ί, r)y = r Λ (s, r)y, then s Λ (ί, r\ = (s, r\ by Proposition 2.2. Since (ί,s\= (f,r)y, this implies that n(U)f = (Ar)j. Therefore, [r,t] has equivalent lower polars. Conversely, suppose that [r, t] has equivalent lower polars. Clearly, it suffices to show that both conditions hold for r < s < t. By Proposition 2.1, (ί, s\ 2 (ί, r\. Let fc ε (t, s\. Proof.
Then t = w v ft for some ftG(w, w) 1 . Thus ftG(ί, w)j-and hence by Proposition 2.4, ftG (ί, r)f. Since ft Λ W = w, i.e., ft g r. Thus ί = r v ft = ft. But this imples which contradicts our choice of u and w. Therefore, t&ί w v(w, w) 1 .
3. Generalized intervals and segments. Let (P, ^ ) be a partially ordered set. Let r,s,tEP be such that rgsiί. Let [r, 5,oo) be the set of points x EP such that there exists a E(5,r\ satisfying (a) l(a,r)ϊφ In the plane, the interval [(0, -1), (0,1)] is not a generalized interval; a corresponding generalized interval is
Let r, s 9 t G P be such that r^s^ί. The sets *[r, 5,00) and *( -00, 5, ί ] are defined in the same way as [r, 5,00) and (-00, s, t] above, except that when polars appear in the definition, they are replaced by the corresponding star-polars. Generalized star-segments and generalized starintervals are defined accordingly. All the results of §3 remain true if polars and generalized segments are replaced by the corresponding star-polars and generalzied star-segments.
The following two results are essentially corollaries of Proposition 2.4.
t G L be such that r <t and [r, t] has equivalent lower polars.
Ifr^s<t, then [M, «>) c[r,ί, 00). = {y G L I j g c Λ r for some c G (5, r)j-}
The next result was proven in [7] . Although it will be used only for the main theorem in §5, we include it here to enable us to compare Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 with Lemma 3.4. In view of Proposition 3.3, the following lemma says that if k = r in Proposition 2.6, or if u = r in Proposition 2.7, then we could have assumed that [r, t] had equivalent upper polars instead of equivalent lower polars. This contradicts our choice of s, and thus ί£ (-oo,r,5] .
The next result is the main one of this section, and will be extremely useful in the sequel. Since x Sx',x e(-<»,r,jt' Λ ί], and since x' Λί < ί, this contradicts our choice of x. We conclude that jcΛyj£( -»,r,s], and hence that x Λ y G 5. Thus S is a dual ideal of L.
The next result, which we will need when we consider the Hausdorίf separation axiom, indicates how useful Proposition 3.5 can be. Since t£T by Lemma 3.4 , and since L \ T is a dual ideal by Proposition 3.5, zvrGΓ. Since, for all r < s < t, (-°°, r, s ] C (-α>, r, ί] by the dual of Proposition 3.1, z v r G (-oo ? r , ί], and hence ze(-oo, Γ ,ί].
In some cases, Proposition 3.6 will not give a good enough "separation" of points. Therefore, we must refine it in certain cases to obtain the "separation" described by Proposition 3.8. 1 . But this implies that xv; G(-oo ? r,s], and hence that JC G(-oo 9 r,s], which contradicts our choice of JC. We conclude that JC Λ y ^ (-oo 9 r, 5] and hence that L \ (-00, r, 5] is a dual ideal of L.
Continuity of the lattice operations.
Let (P, ^) be a partially ordered set. The generalized interval topology (or gitopology) on P, denoted by ^(P), takes as a subbase for its closed sets, P and φ, together with all the final generalized segments and all the initial generalized segments. The generalized star-interval topology (or gi-*topology) on P, denoted by ^*(P) takes as a subbase for its closed sets P and φ, together with all the generalized star-segments. In [6] we proved that ^(P) is an intrinsic topology on P, which is preserved by cardinal products of dually directed sets, and that ^*(P) is an intrinsic topology which always contains the interval topology, J(P).
In this section, we show that if intervals with equivalent polars occur throughout a distributive lattice L, and if ^(L) is T u then (L, ^(L)) is a topological lattice. We first state precisely what is meant by the occurence of intervals with equivalent polars throughout a lattice.
Let (L, ^) be a lattice. We say that r,t£ΞL provide equivalent polars for x, y, z E L in case x^r<y<t^z, and [r, t ] has equivalent polars. We say that L has minimal polars if for all JC,y,z EL with x < y < z and z^yv(x, y) 1 , there exist r,tEL which provide equivalent polars for JC, y, z. Clearly, replacing polars by star-polars does not change the above definitions. Proposition 5.4 will provide a large class of lattices which have minimal polars.
The first result of this section shows that, for modular lattices, having minimal polars means that whenever x < y < z and there can exist r, t which provide minimal polars for x, y, z, then such r, t do in fact exist. PROPOSITION 
Let (L, ^) be a modular lattice. Let x, y,z,r,t E L be such that x^r<y<t^z,
and z E y v (x, y) 1 . Then [r, t] does not have equivalent lower polars.
Proof.
Since z£yv(i,y) i ,z = yvb for some b E (JC, y) 1 
. Then t = z /\ t = (y v b) Λ t = y v (b Λ t), x = x Λί = (b Λ y) ^t = y Λ(b At).
Thus f Ey v(x, y) 1 . If [r, t] has equivalent lower polars, this contradicts Proposition 2.6.
The following result was noted in [7] . We include it here to indicate that having minimal polars is a self-dual property, i.e. that a lattice has minimal polars if and only if its dual does. 
x<ΞyΛ(z,y)j.
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We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. THEOREM 
Let (L, S) be a distributive lattice. If $(L) is T u and if L has minimal polars, the (L^iL))
is a topological lattice.
Proof. Our method is to isolate the difficult part of the proof, and then to prove it separately as Lemma 4.4. We will consider only the continuity of
the continuity of v may be proved dually. Since complements of generalized segments form a subbasis for $(L), it clearly suffices to show that if x, y E L and JC Λ y E L \ X for some generalized segment X, then there exist closed sets Y and W such that x E L\W, It remains to show that such Y and W exist when X is a generalized initial segment. The problem is more difficult here than in the case where X is a generalized final segment, and requires the hypothesis that L has minimal polars. Suppose that x A y E L \ (-oo, ft, /]. Then, since L is a lattice, ft < /, and hence the proof of Theorem 4.3 will be complete when we prove Lemma 4.4. We note that proving the results of §3 for generalized starsegments, and considering the case of (-°°,/] in Lemma 4.4 would allow us to drop the hypothesis that ^(L)^^^) in Corollary 4.5.
The Hausdorff separation axiom.
This section is devoted primarily to establishing that distributive lattices which have minimal polars, and which satisfy the additional requirement that there be enough polars to "separate" points, have Hausdorff generalized interval topologies.
In 
Since L has minimal polars, there exist r,tEL such that and [r, t] has equivalent polars. This proves (a).
We first apply (a) to obtain r,t EL such that jc<r<i<xvy and [r,t] has equivalent polars. We then apply (α) to r<t to obtain u,w EL such that r <u <w <t and [u, w] has equivalent polars. By Proposition 3.6, By the dual of Lemma 3.4, b£[s, ί, oo) ? and therefore, JC G L\ [5,ί,oo) . Dually, JC V y E L \(-oo, r ,H Since x ^ fo, xG (-oo ? r, b] and thus if yG(-oo ? r,ft], JC v y G (-oo,r,b] . Therefore, y E L \(-oo, r ,H We conclude that there exist α, β, γ, δ G L such that α < β, γ < δ, y eL\ (-oo, α Since thus 2 £! {1} G <S(N) 9 »(N) is Γ o . It is easy to see that (N, <S(N) ) is a topological lattice, and since N is totally ordered, N is distributive. Clearly, N has minimal polars but is not almost polardense. If a,b,z EL are such that a^b and z£* [a,b,<χ>) , then there exists / E JV such that Iz < la and if a <b, la < Ib. We denote the minimal such / EN by m (z,a,b) . Clearly, fEL \{c,} E ^*(L), and / Λ/ = /. Thus, if (L, ^*(L)) is a topological lattice, there exist P U P 2 E ^*(L) such that fEP ί ΠP 2 and P, Λ P 2 C L\{c,}. Since P U P 2 E ( §*(L), there exists a P ; , of the form (4) above, such that fEP ί QP λ C\P 2 . Then, if Γ is constructed as in (5) above, c, = Γ Λ / E P f Λ P f C P, Λ P 2 C L \{c,}. This is a contradiction, and hence (L, ^*(L)) is not a topological lattice. Clearly, L is a lattice. Since the lattice {(0,0), (0,1), (1, 1) , (3, l) , (3, 0) } is a sublattice of L, L is not modular.
We will first show that $(L) is Hausdorff. Let (a,b) y (x,y)EL be such that (α,b)^ (JC,y). Clearly. Thus, we may assume that 0έαέ2 and 0^JC^2, or 3^αi5 and 3 ^ x = 5. These cases are dual, and hence we will consider only the case where 0 S a g 2 and 0^χg2. Suppose that b ^ y. Without loss of generality, we may assume that-y < b. Let y < δ < b. Then (JC, δ), (α,δ)EL, and (x,y)eL\[α,δ),(α,b),oo)e«(L). If b = y, then we may assume that x < a. Since b = y, 0 < y. Thus, if x < γ < a, (γ, b) = (γ, y) e L, and
We conclude that ^(L) is Hausdorff.
We will show next that (L^iL)) is not a topological lattice. Suppose that (3, 0) £ (-°°, JC, y ] for some x ^y. Then clearly, (6) [ (3, 0) , (3, l) ]CL\(-oo,jc,y].
Suppose that (3, 0) jS [(α, b) , (c, d), ~) for (α, fe) g (c, d). If fe = 0, then 3 < a < c, and thus, 
